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New London, CT- After fourteen years of design excellence for General Woodcraft‟s Kitchen
Design Studio, Linzee Coleman, IIDA has retired. Linzee‟s skills,
experience and expertise have led to many awards for General
Woodcraft‟s Kitchen Design Studio over the years. Her daily
presence will be greatly missed by all.
A retirement party was held in her honor on June 23rd in, where
else… the General Woodcraft Kitchen Design Studio showroom
that she helped plan and design. According to General Woodcraft
president Steven Crook, “Over the years Linzee has shared her
skills and talents and has helped General Woodcraft‟s Kitchen Design Studio develop its
excellent reputation.”
Linzee has also been instrumental in the training and
development of the next generation of General
Woodcraft designers. Sherrilyn Flannery says that,
“Linzee‟s help, looking over my designs, really put
„the frosting on the cake‟ for many of my clients and
their projects.”
Linzee‟s love of the Boston Red Sox and passionate
approach to her work and designs is well known to
her peers and colleagues. Flannery also noted that,
“Regardless of the size or scope of a project, Linzee has always given 100%.”
That same zeal has been infectious throughout the
Kitchen Design Studio. Fellow designer and General
Woodcraft Vice President Kathleen Crook explained
that the special relationship that she and Linzee have
shared throughout the years has helped each of them
to be better designers.
It has been said that the real measure of a person‟s
success can be determined by the answers to the
questions, “Is it a better place that I am leaving than it
was when I arrived? Did I do all I can to make it that
way?” In Linzee‟s case, the answer to both is a
resounding, “Absolutely”! The team Linzee is leaving
behind is in very capable hands including Kitchen Manager Matt Modglin, Technical Designer
Lisa Kobar and solid veteran designers Kathleen Crook and Sherrilyn Flannery.
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KITCHEN CORNER
We are pleased to announce that Amy Mello, a
junior at Bay Path College in Longmeadow, MA has
selected
General
Woodcraft to earn her
internship
credits
towards a business
degree. Amy has a
passion for kitchen
design and looks
forward to learning
more
about
the
design field with a
widely respected firm.
Please join us in
welcoming Amy to the
team
during
her
summer internship!

DECKING CORNER
While the currently increasing price and lower
availability of Ipe in Brazil has become a
problem for many suppliers, General Woodcraft
has lots of solutions for your quality decking
needs:
♦ Ipe- Strong inventory with many lengths
available.

♦ Cumaru [Brazilian Teak] - Available in 1 x 4,
5/4 x 4 and
5/4 x 6 sizes.
♦ Ipe Max – a special 13/16” thickness product
that answers the question, “Should I use ¾”
thick or 1” thick decking?”
♦ Garapa- available in 5/4 x 6

If you are interested in a new kitchen, there is no
time like the present! Signature Custom Cabinetry
has announced a 10% reduction in glazed finishes
for their spectacular line of cabinetry.
♦ Weathered Ipe – Available in 1 x 6

Visit our Kitchen Design Studio or call us today to ♦ FSC Certified Ipe, Cumaru and GarapaAvailable in a wide variety of sizes and lengths
learn more!

Green Corner
Why not increase your home’s value, save lots of money on energy, reduce noise, improve
the aesthetics of your home and qualify for a TAX CREDIT of up to $1,500.00 all at the same time?

For more information on the windows and doors, visit here: http://www.jeld-wen.com
For more information on the Tax Credit, visit here:
http://energystar.custhelp.com/cgi-bin/energystar.cfg/php/enduser/std_alp.php
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